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QI,IESTION PRESENTED
\ühether the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment bars states from outsourcing the investi-
claims to private
a substantial per-

e.

(i)



ii
PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDINGS BELOW

Pursuant to Rule 14.1(b), the parties to the proceed-
ing in the Supreme Court of New Hampshire \Mere:

Plaintiffthe State of New Hampshire.

Defendants Endo Pharmaceuticals Inc.; Purdue
Pharma L.P.; Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.; Actavis
Pharma, Inc.; and Teva Phannaceuticals USA, Inc.

lu
CORPORATE DISCLOST.]RE STATEMEhTT

Pursuant to Rule 29.6, petitioner states as follows:

Endo Pharrnaceuticals Inc. is an indirect wholly
owned subsidiary of Endo International plc, a publicly
held company that is not a party to this case. As of
this date, there are no entities that own IOVo or more
of Endo International plc's stock.
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takes the rest of any money won from the defendants'"
Id.

Relevant here, in 2013, People m'agazine ran a story
about a national painkiller epidemic, and soon there-

18,2014. Soon enough, several government entities-
including the State of New Hampshire-hired that
lawyer to investigate and prosecute claims against
petitioner and other manufacturers of opioid medica-
tions. So began this case.

intiffs'law-
ed, lawyer-
ttno cost" to

state and local governments in exchange for a direct
and substantial financial stake in the ensuing enforce-

ment actions or settlements. Just this month, one

contingency-fee lawyer pursuing opioid-related law-
suits like this one on behalf of local governments
reportedly said: "My plan [] is to fiIe as many county
cases as I can gather over the course ofthe next year
or so . . . . I have 50 or so [now], and I expect that to
gro\M to as EmilY Field, MDL
May Be On Litigation, Law360,
Oct. 6, 201 ded: "Do we hoPe at
the end of the day to get a $fOO million fee or some-

thing like that? Sure." Andrew Joseph, A Veterøn

New-York Litigøtor is Taking On Opioid Mo'kers. They

Haue a History, StatNews, Oct. 1-0,2OL7 .

suits are pitched
a sts on the justice

3

system. They hand the reins of government to private
lawyers motivated by a potential bounty, depriving
defendants of a neutral civil prosecutor devoted to
seeking public justice-a due process violation of
the most basic sort. 'What's more, the arrangements
create a gross appearance of impropriety that dimin-
ishes the public's faith in the civil justice system. In a
Pulitzer Prize-winning exposé, the New York Times
found: "'While prospecting for contracts, the private
Iawyers have also donated tens of thousands of dollars
to campaigns of individual attorneys general, as well
as party-backed organizations that they run. The
donations often come in large chunks just before or
after the firms sign contracts to represent the state."
Løwyers Create Big Paydo,ys, supra. These contracts
have delivered billions in taxpayer funds to private
plaintiffs' lawyers as contingency fees.

The New Hampshire Supreme Court's decision
below holds that these contingency-fee arrangements
comport with due process so long as a government
Iawyer retains "control" over the private lawyers. This
"control" exception is nothing but a fiction-the erro-
neous supposition that government lawyers who have
publicly asserted that they lack the expertise or
resources to pursue a case will "control" frnancially
self-interested lawyers brought on to do so. In any
event, no amount of "control" can cure the appearance
that these cases are born not of the merits of the
claims, but rather of political patronage and an effort
to extract settlements by plaintiffs'lawyers who have
co-opted the mantle of sovereign authority. Further,
the control exception swallows the rule, allowing
contingency-fee lawyers, as here, to circumvent the
due process prohibition through the simple expedient
of inserting boilerplate "control" provisions in their
retainer agreements.
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The decision below conflicts with this Court's long-
standing due process jurisprudence. The Court long
has held that due process cøtegorically forbids any
extraneous influence that could compromise a gov-

ernment actor's ability to faithfully discharge his or
her duties in the judicial system. Time and again,
the Court has rejected ' the notion that proposed

"procedural safeguards" can effectively cabin improper
influence. A per se bar is needed, the Court has
reasoned, to ensure not only the reality of fairness, but
also its appearance.

This Court should grant review to resolve a fre-
quently recurring constitutional question that is both
central to the integrity of the judicial process and
exceptionally important as government entities increas-
ingly outsource their public enforcement powers to
profit-motivated private lawyers.

STATEMENTT

^{" New Hampshirets Retention of Contingency'
Fee Counsel to Investigate and Prosecute
Claims Against Petitioner

In June z}tl,the New Hampshire Attorney General
retained Linda Singer and her private law finn to
"represent [the State] in an investigation and litiga-
tion of potential claims regarding fraudulent market-
ing of opioid drugs." App. 62a. Under the retainer
agreement, the private lawyers would receive 27

percent of any "net recovery" from a settlement or
enforcement action against petitioner. App. 64a-
The private lawyers would front aII expenses for the
investigation and any prosecution, and would recoup
those expenses only in the event of a financial recov-
ery. If the State chooses not to prosecute, or fails to

5

recover, the private lawyers would receive nothing'
App. 63a-64a.

At the time the private lawyers agreed to "investi-
gate" petitioner, they were already suing petitioner
and other manufacturers of opioid medications on

behalf of other government entities for the same

alleged unlawful conduct.l

In August 2015, the New Hampshire AGs office
issued investigative subpoenas to petitioner and other
manufacturers seeking documents related to the
marketing of prescription opioid medications- App. 3a'

The AGs offi.ce thereafter disclosed the existence of its
contingency-fee agïeement with the private law firm,
and petitioner notified the AG,s offi.ce that both state
and federal law prohibit such agreements. App. 3a-4a'

Soon after petitioner raised these concerns, the
AG,s offi.ce and the private finn executed a ne\ry

"represent" the AG's offi.ce in its investigation and any
prosecution. App. 17a.

The agreement provides that the AG's offrce "will
maintain control of the investigation and will make all
key decisions, including whether and how to proceed

with litigation, which claims to advance and what
relief to seek." App. 72a. Despite that boilerplate

L See City 2.P., No. l4-C-436L,
2015 WL 920 5); First Am' ComPl',

Cølifornin u. 20L4-00725287 (Càl'

Super. Ct., filed June 9, 20L4).
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Ianguage, the agreement makes the private lawyers
"responsible for providing all legal services, including
all associated support services, required in investigat-
ing and./or litigating this matter to a final judgment-"
App.71a.

The agreement further authorizes the private law-
yers "to retain or associatè experts, investigators, and
technical and legal assistants, and such additional
counsel" as needed to investigate the matter. App.
7la. At the investigation stage, the private lawyers'
duties "include[], but [are] not limited to, (1) drafting
and negotiating compliance with civil investigative
demands; (2) reviewing relevant documents and other
information; and (3) intenriewing witnesses." App.
68a-69a.

Petitioner offered to produce documents responsive
to the subpoena on the condition that those documents
not be shared with the contingency-fee lawyers.
See App. 3a. The State refused.

Instead, the State commenced an action to enforce
the subpoenas in New Hampshire Superior Court.
App. 3a. Petitioner opposed enforcement and sought
a protective order on the ground that the investigation
was tainted by the private lawyers' financial self-
interest in its outcome. App. 20a. Petitioner asserted
that the contingency-fee arrangement exceeded the
AGs authority under state law and violated due
process. App.21a.

B. Decisions Below

1. On March 8,2016, the New Hampshire Superior
Court denied the State's petition to enforce the sub-
poenas and granted petitioner's request for a pro-
tective order. App. 16a. The court held that the
contingency-fee arrangement exceeded the AG's

7

authority under state statutes restricting the hiring
and payment of outside counsel, and also restricting
the ÀG's diversion of any litigation recoveries by the
State a\May from the state treasury. App. 38a, 41a'

The courb, however, rejected petitioner s due process

challenge. App. 60a. The court recognized that "where
a government attorney has a personal interest, there
islhe potential that the interest will influence the
attorney's public duty to serve the public interest
and risk violating a defendant's due process rights'"
App. 54a. The court further recognized that these

duã process principles "implicate heightened neutral-
ity requirements for private counsel who supplant
górretttttt"nt attorneys in civil cases" Iike this one'

App. 57a. But the court concluded that due process

"d.o[es] not categorically prohibit private contingency-
fee counsel from assisting government attorneys who
retain all of the discretion to make critical decisions'"
App.57a.

The court found "no violation of due process" here
because the contingency-fee agïeement provides for
government lawyers to "supervise[] outside counsel
án¿ retain[ control over all critical decisions such that
the outside counsel's personal interest is neutralized'"
App. 58a. Thus, the court concluded, the contingency-
fee lawyers' "involvement in the opioid investigation
with possibte civil prosecution on a contingency fee

basis d.oes not inherently violate [petitioner's] due
process rights." App. 60a.

2. On June 30,2017 , the New Hampshire Supreme
Court reversed and remanded for enforcement of the
subpoenas. The court hetd that petitioner lacks stand-
ing to challenge the contingency-fee arrangement
under the state statutes at issue. App. 9a. Relevant
here, the State did not challenge, and the New
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Hampshire Supreme Court did not question, the trial
court's holding (App. 25a) that petitioner had standing
to challenge the contingency-fee arrangement on due
process grounds. Nevertheless, the state high court
found no "reversible eroy'' as to "the trial court's
finding that because the contingency fee agreement
provides for the OAG to retain ultimate control over
the investigation, the agreement does not violate
due process." App. 13a, l4a. The court rejected the
argument that this Court's precedents "categorically
bar[]" such arrangements, stating that those decisions
"are not pertinent to the issues" here. App. 13a.2

REA,SONS FOR GR.AN'TING THE WRIT

This Court should grant certiorari to confirm that
the Due Process Clause categorically bars states from
outsourcing the investigation and prosecution of pub-
lic claims to private contingency-fee lawyers who have
a substantial personal financial stake in the outcome.

The Court consistently has condemned any financial
or other arrangement that might undermine a judge's
impartiality, see Tumey u. Ohio,273 U.S. 510, 523-24
(1927), or distort a criminal or civil prosecutor's duty
to pursue justice rather than personal interests,
see Young u. United States ex rel. Vuitton et Fils S.4.,
481 U.S. 787, 810 (1987) (plurality op.); Marshall u.

Jerrico, Inc., 446 U.S. 238, 249-50 (1980). The bar on
such improper ¿urangements is "categorical," Young,
481 U.S. at 814-a "per se rule," Ward u. Village of
Monroeuille, Ohio,409 U.S. 57, 62 (L972) (rWhite, J.,
dissenting).

2 Since the New Hampshire Supreme Court's decision, the
State has continued its investigation of petitioner using Linda
Singer (who switched firms from Cohen Milstein to Motley Rice
LLP) as its lead private counsel.

9

The decision below runs afoul of this bright-line
rule. The New Hampshire Supreme Court adopted an
exception that allows profrt-motivated private lawyers
to investigate and prosecute public claims on behalf
of the State in exchange for a contingency fee, so long
as the retainer agreement provides for a government

lawyers. APP. t2a-lLa-
'control" is no safeguard
ignores the realitY that

d.evelopment of the evidence and legal theories is
filtered through private lawyers who have a massive
financial stake in the proceedings. The exception

And even if meaningful control were possible, it could
not overcome the appearance of impropriety. The
decision below thus turns a blind eye to the denial of
due process and fundamental fairness.

This Court, moreover, has never recognized a "con-

trol" exception, and indeed has repeatedly rejected
argrrments that other "procedural safeguards" might
*itti-i"" the risk that a goverrunent actor's personal
interest could improperly influence proceedings' A
categorical bar is needed, the Court has reasoned,

because no safeguard can eliminate either the risk of
improper influence or the appearance of impropriety'

This case highlights the due process violation. New
Hampshire to "investigate" Poss-
ible claims ated to marketing of
opioid med ome of this "investi-

Í.*
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other jurisdictions. The private lawyers will not get
paid for their work in New Hampshire unless their
"investigation" Ieads to a settlement or enforcement
action.

'Worse, the arrangement upsets a public prosecutor's
duty to consider whether a non-monetary remedy-
like an injunction that coúld immediateþ redress public
harm-is more fitting than money. The anangement
here incentivizes seeking the most damages possible
because the more liability the private lawyers seek
to impose, the more they stand to receive as a bounty.
Particularly given the recent explosion of these
arrangements-targeting not just pharmaceutical,
but multiple other industries-this Court's review
is urgently needed to preserve both the reality and
appearance of fairness in the civil justice system.

I. THE QI.IESTION PRESENTTED IS RECT,]R'
RING ANID IMPORTANIT

Ttris Court's recent decisions reflect that, even absent
a circuit conflict, cases involving the fundamental
fairness and integrity of judicial proceedings merit
plenary review. See Cøperton u. A.T. Massey CoøI Co.,
556 U.S. 363 (2009). The same is true here: State
and local governments' use of private contingency-fee
lawyers to investigate and prosecute public claims
creates an appearance of impropriety that underrnines
public confidence in the civil justice system. The issue
has never been more pressing, given the vast number
of public investigations and enforcement actions now
being led by profit-motivated plaintiffs'Iawyers against
a multitude of industries. OnIy this Court can conclu-
sively resolve whether these arrangements comport
with due process despite being widely perceived as

unfair and illegitimate.

11

A. Government LJse of Contingency-Fee
Law¡rers Undermines Public Confidence
in the Integrity of the Civil Justice
System

1. State and local governments' use of profit-
motivated lawyers to pursue public claims has been a
source of widespread controversy because it creates
the impression that these enforcement actions are not
generated by a fair-minded analysis of their legal and
factual merit, but instead are conceived by private
Iawyers who pitch cases to elected officials, often after
making sizable campaign donations.

"Trial lawyers love these deals. Even aside from the
chance to rack up stupendous fees, they confer a man-
tle of legitimacy and state endorsement on lawsuit cru-
sades whose merits might otherwise appear chancy."
rWalter Olson, Tort Tlauesty,Wall Street J., May 18,

2007. "Many of these cases are not brought on an
independent judgment by analysis of the state attor-
ney general as a law enforcement official. Instead,
outside trial lawyers generate cases and then pitch the
case to the state. . . . In this way, the lawyers'interest
in profit supplants prosecutorial discretion in deciding
when to enforce the law." Contingent Fees and Con-

flicts of Interest ín State AG Enforcement of Federal
Law: Hearing Beþre the Subcommittee on the Consti-
tution of the House Comm. on the Judicíøry ("Contin-
gent Fees Hearing"),J'1-2t};' Cong. 2(2012).

The arrangements fundamentally upset the usual
balance of government enforcement discretion. "On
occasion, the public interest may be furthered not by
continued litigation, not by gaining damage awards,
but either by cessation of litigation or accepting of
a form of non-monetary relief." Martin H. Redish,
Príuøte Contingent Fee Lawyers and Public Power:
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ConstitutionøI and Political Implications,lS Sup. Ct.
Econ. Rev. 77, 103 (2010). Government enforcement
actions, unlike private lawsuits, thus involve a balanc-
ing of interests that can only be conducted by a neutral
government lawyer, not by . private lawyer with a
substantial personal financial interest in both pursu-
ing litigation and maximizing monetary recovery.

Moreover, "the plaintiffs frnns know that by bring-
ing suits in multiple states, they increase the likeli-
hood that companies will settle rather than endure the
expense of multiple trials. Both the lawyers and the
state politicians get a windfall, albeit at the expense
of a private business that may have done nothing
rtrrong." Editorial, The Pøy-to-Sue Business: Write a
Check, Get a No-bid Contract to Litigate for the State,
Wall Street J., Apr. 16, 2009. Just this month, private
plaintiffs' lawyers held a national conference on
opioid-related litigation with the aim of bringing as
many cases as possible, in an effort to raise the stakes
so high that companies will have no choice but to settle.
Presenters suggested how to approach government
officials to secure more cases: use "local connections,"
"lobbyists and consultants," and "cold call[ing]."3

2. These contingency-fee arrangements come at the
expense of the public trust. They often result in allega-
tions that government officials are doling out valuable
contracts to private lawyers for improperreasons. The
arrangements allow government offrcials "to institute
a system of political patronage in which friends, for-
mer colleagues, and big ticket donors are awarded

3 Haris Martin, National Opioid Litig. Conf., Presentation,
Opioid Case Selection Criteria at 10, Oct. 3, 2017, https://harris
martin.com/media/uploads/conlmaterials/C aseSelectionPresent
ation.pdf.
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Iucrative contracts in exchange for campaign contribu-
tions and other benefits." Lester Brickman, Lawyer
Barons: What Their Contingency Fees Really Cost

Ameríca 431 (Cambridge Univ. Press 2011).

The New York Times analyzed contingency-fee
Iawyers' emails and pitches to government officials
and found a too-cozy relationship. "The boom in the
contingency law business has been driven in part by
former attorneys general like Ms. Singer who have
capitalized on personal relationships with former 

-col-
Ieágues that they have nurtured since leaving office,

often at resort destination conferences where they pay

to gain access." Lawyers Create Big Pøydøys, supro"

With these relationships have come numerous "pay
to play" scandals. As the Titnes found, contingency-fee
contracts ofben are a\Marded to private lawyers or
firms who made substantial contributions to the cam-
paigns of the elected officials awarding those con-

tracts. "The donations often come in large chunks just
before or after the fi.rms sign contracts to represent
the state." Id.; accord Margaret Little, Pirates at the

P archm.ent Gøte s : How S tate Attorney s General Violate
the Constitution a,nd Shower Billions on TriøI Lawyers
!3-!4, Competitive Enterprise Institute (Feb. 20f7)
(identifring numerous pay-to-play scandals).

Though the New Hampshire Attorney General is
appointãd, in the 43 states where attorneys general
aie elected, "lc]ontingency fee contracts have routinely
been awarded to law firms that are among the largest
contributors to the attorney general's election cam-
paign." Richard A. Samp, Growing Concern Ouer Con-

ling"n"y Fee .@reements Between Attorneys General
and, Priuq,te Attorneys, Bloomberg BNA Insights, 2Ol2
WL 4811135, at *3 (B.N.A.2O]-2). "The private sector
attorneys who may take in hundreds of millions
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as part of state lawsuit awards are often the same

attorneys who are political supporters and campaign
contributors of the attorneys general who hired them
to file suit." Am. Tort Reform Ass'n et al., Beyond

c Trust in the
10) (detailing
ates).4

According to publicly available campaign finance
data, contingency-fee lawyers pursuing opioid-related
cases like this one have made substantial campaign
donations to state attorneys general in multiple states
that have brought such suits.

3. These contingency-fee arrangements create the
unseemly appearance of gt.ittg private lawyers an
undue windfall at taxpayers' expense. Lawyers have
recovered biltions in contingency fees through their
partnerships with government offrcials, and those fees

often reflected exorbitant hourþ rates-as high as

tens of thousands of dollars per hour. See Pira'tes a,t

the Parchrnent Gates, stt'prq', at 17.

As Judge rWilliam H. Pryor Jr. of the Eleventh
Circuit, then Alabama Attorney General, explained:

The use of contingent-fee contracts allows
government lawyers to avoid the appropria-
tion process; it creates the illusion that the
Iawsuits are being pursued at no cost to the

a Editorial, The State Løwsuit Racket: A Case Study in th'e

Politiciøn-Tfiøl Lawyer Partn'ership, Wall Street J., Apr. 8, 2009
(reporting large campaign contributions by named partner of law
firm pursuing a contingency-fee contract with Pennsylvaniu);Tfu
Pay-to-Sue Business, supra (similar in Mississippi, New Mexico,
Louisiana, and Arkansas); Manhattan Institute, Center for Legal
Policy, Tlial Lawyers Inc.: A Report on the Allinnce Between State
AGs andthe Plaintiffs'Bar l-22 (2011) (similar)'
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taxpayers. These contracts also create the
potential for outrageous windfalls or even
outright corruption for political supporters of
the offi.cials who negotiated the contracts.

William H. Pryor Jr., Gouernment "Regulation by

Litígation" Must Be Terminated, Legal Backgrounder,
May 18, 20O1, at 4.

4. For these and other reasons, arrangements like
the one here have been condemned as antithetical to
fundamental fairness. The Executive Branch in2007
banned the federal government from paylng lawyers
a contingency fee to "protectll American taxpayers."
See Protecting America'n Tøxpayers fro* Pøyment
of Contingency Fees, Executive Order No. 13,433, 72

Fed. Reg. 2844I (May 16, 2007). This prohibition,
which has remained in effect through Republican and
Democratic administrations, reflects the "policy of the
United States" that the fees of lawyers representing
the government should never be "contingent upon the
outcome of litigation." .ld. $ 1.

Fonner state attorneys general on both sides of
the aisle have criticized government use of private
contingency-fee lawyers. One warned that these
contingency-fee arrangements "seriously threatenl]
the perception of integrity and professionalism of the
offlice," and "raise[ the question of whether attorneys
are taking up these cases because they are important
public matters, or they are being driven more by
potential for private financial gain." Lawyers Create
Big Pøydays, supra (quoting Scott Harshbarger, for-
mer Massachusetts AG (Dem.)). Another said simply:
"Farming out the police po\trers of the state to a private
firm with a profit incentive is a very, very bad thing."
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Id. (quoting John Suthers, former Colorado AG
(Rep.)).u

B. Government Use of Contingency-Fee
Lawyers Has Exploded in Recent Years

Review is particularly warranted in light of the
recent explosion of contingency-fee agreements with
government entities. While the issue has been perco-

lating since the tobacco litigation of the late 1990s,

it has now reached a pinnacle. Plaintiffs' lawyers

been of Potential new
client s general." Peter
Roff, Outsource Legal
Work to Priuate Firms, Washington Examiner (Aug'

24,2016).

These contingency-fee arrangements also tend to
spur unwarranted copycat litigation. "The use of

5 Accord' Contingent Fees Hearing 20 (former Florida AG
(Rep.), stating: "Mhen state
contingency fee counsel to Purs
there is a substantial risk of,
schemes and other types of abuse in which political contributions
from plaintiff firms are traded for contingency fee contracts'");
Bonnie Campbell, Pe nny-wise, Pound Foolish: Hiring Contingenty-

private counsel, we paid an hourþ fee. . . . When a state decides

lo htigate, there must be no doubt that prosecutorial neutrality
prevails.").

T7

contingency fee attorneys facilitates piling on because
it permits public entities to join in suits brought and
led by other public entities without having to make
a substantial expenditure of public resources." U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, Institute for Legal Reform,
Big Bucks ønd Locøl Lawyers: The Increasing Use

of Contingency Fee Lawyers by Local Gouernments I
(Oct.2016).

The multitude of recent suits against manufacturers
of FDA-approved opioid medications are a prime
example. After a few such public enforcement actions
\Mere filed by the contingency-fee lawyers here, dozens
of materially identical suits \ñ/ere filed by the same and
other contingency-fee lawyers on behalf of additional
state and local governments. Since ls.{,ay 2017 alone,
at least 93 state and local governments in 20 states
have frled opioid-related actions against manufactur-
ers such as petitioner, distributors, and others.

This is just the tip of the iceberg. Without exaggera-
tion, the question presented here affects countless
lawsuits targeting multiple industries and a practice
employed by state and local governments throughout
the country. It is unquestionably important and
recurring.

II. IN\ZESTIGATION AI{D PROSECUTION
OF PUBLIC CI,AIMS BY CONTTINGENCY.
FEE I,AWYERS VIOI,ATES DI.]E PROCESS

^d This Court Has Categorically Barred
Governrnent Actors From Having a Per'
sonal Interest in a Public Proceeding

This Court, in a variety of contexts, has adopted and
repeatedly applied a categorical bar on any arrange-
ment that could taint the neutrality of a government
actor in the justice system.
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In the context ofjudges, the Court reversed convic-
tions rendered by a mayor's court where the mayor's
neutrality as a judge \¡yas jeopardized because he was
paid a portion ofthe criminal fines he imposed, whereas
he received no pa¡nnent for acquittals. Tum.ey,273
U.S. at 520-21. The Court held that "it certainly
violates the Fourteenth Amendment and deprives a
defendant in a criminal case of due process of law to
subject his liberty or property to the judgment of a
court, the judge of which has a direct, personal, sub-
stantial pecuniary interest in reaching a conclusion
against him in his case." Id. at 523.

The Court applied a per se rule based on the mere
risk that the mayor could be improperly influenced
by his financial self-interest in convictions, and found
it unnecessary to engage in a factual inquiry into
whether that risk had matenalized. Id. Thus, it was
irrelevant that the mayor received only a modest su:rr
from the fines he imposed-$l2 in one case and
roughly $fOO per month-or that many mayors would
not be influenced by such amounts. Id. at 532. Nor
did it matter that the mayofs self-interest allegedly
had no impact on the outcome of the case because
"the evidence showled] clearly that the defendant was
guilty." Id. at 535. As this Court explained, "[e]very
procedure which would offer a possible temptation
to the average man as a judge to forget the burden
of proof required to convict the defendant, or which
might lead him not to hold the balance nice, clear,
and true between the state and the accused denies
the latter due process of la\¡¡." Id. at 532; see also
Cøperton,556 U.S. at 878 (quoting same).

Similarly, the Court invalidated an arrangement
where fines imposed by a mayor's court accounted for
a substantial portion of municipal revenues, even
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though the mayor-judge did not personally receive any
payment. Again, the Court applied a "per se rule,"
Ward,409 U.S. at 62 (White, J., dissenting), based on
the "possible temptation" that "the mayor s executive
responsibilities for village finances may make him
partisan to maintain the high level of contribution
from the mayor's court." Id. at 60 (majority op.). The
Court rejected any factual inquiry into whether the
mayor had been improperly influenced. Id. at 60-61.
Nor was the Court persuaded by a supposed safeguard
against improper influence. The Court rejected the
government's argument that "any unfairness at the
trial level can be corected on appeal and trial de novo
. . . ." Id. at 61. As the Court explained, "[t]his
'procedural safeguard' does not guarantee a fair trial
in the mayor's court" in the first instance, as due
process requires. ,Id.

In the context of prosecutors, the Court likewise has
held that any arrangement that could undermine a
prosecutor's duty to pursue justice over personal inter-
est is categorically barred. rWhile prosecutors need not
have the same degree of impartiality as judges, see

Marshøll, 446 U.S. at 248, they serve a unique func-
tion in the judicial process as "both an administrator
of justice and an advocate," United Støtes u. Young,
470 U.S. 1, 9 n.6 (1935) (citation and internal quota-
tion marks omitted). A prosecutor is "the representa-
tive not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of a
sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is
as compelling as its obligation to govern at all." Berger
u. (Jnited States,2g5 U.S. 78, 88 (1935). A prosecutor's
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interest is not that the government "shall win a case,
but that justice shall be done." ,Id.6

The Court has thus "establishled] a categorical rule
against the appointment of an interested prosecutoC'
to pursue a criminal contempt action on behalf of the
government. Young,481 U.S. at 8t4 (plurality op.).
There, the defendant in a civil case ïvas charged with
criminal contempt, and the judge appointed the plain-
tiffs private lawyer as a special prosecutor to pursue
the charge. Id. at 790-92. Finding the appointment
improper, the Court stated that "lp]rivate attorneys
appointed to prosecute a criminal contempt action
represent the United States" and are "appointed solely
to pursue the public interest in vindication of the
court's authority." Id. at 804. Thus, they "should be
as disinterested as a public prosecutor who under-
takes such a prosecution." Id. Because the plaintiffs
lawyer "-ay be tempted to bring a tenuously sup-
ported prosecution if such a course promises financial
or legal rewards for the private client," the arrange-
ment was improper. Id. at 805.

The Court rejected an argr.rment that oversight by
the judge in a contempt proceeding could safeguard
against self-interested conduct by a private prosecu-
tor. Id. at 807. Inevitably, the Court explained, many
critical decisions in a prosecution will be "made out-
side the supervision of the court." Id. The error in

6 See also, e.g., Connick u. Thompson, 563 U.S. 51, 7l (Z0II)
("The role of a prosecutor is to see that justice is done."); Gønnett
Co. u. DePasquale,44S U.S. 368, 384 n.12 (1979) ("The responsi-
bility of the prosecutor as a representative of the public . . .

requires him to be sensitive to the due process rights ofa defend-
ant to a fair trial."); Brady u. MaryIand, 373 U.S. 83, 8Z n.2 (1968)
("[T]he lg]overnment wins its point when justice is done in its
coults.' (internal quotation marks omitted)).

2t
appointing a self-interested prosecutor is "so funda-
mental and pervasive that titl requirels] reversal
without regard to the facts or circumstances of the
particular case." Id. at 809-10 (citation and internal
quotation marks omitted).

These principles apply to civil prosecutors as well-
In Marshall u. Jercico, Inc., the Court confrrmed that
"[t]he Due Process Clause entitles a person to an
impartial and disinterested tribunal in both civil and
criminal cases." 446 U.S. at242. The Court observed
that "[a] scheme injecting a personal interest, finan-
cial or otherwise, into the lcivil] enforcement process

may bring irrelevant or impermissible factors into
the prosecutorial decision and in some contexts raise
serious constitutional questions." Id. at 249-50.
The Court did not find a constitutional violation in
Marshall, however, because "[n]o governmental offi.-

cial stands to profit economically from vigorous enforce-
ment" of the statute at issue there. Id. at250-

While Marsha,Il recognized that "the standards of
neutrality for prosecutors are not necessarily as strin-
gent as those applicable to" judges, the Court later
clarified that this "difference in treatment is relevant
to whether a conflict is found, . not to its gravity
once identifred." Young,481 U.S. at 810-11. In other
words, once a conflict is established, the standard is
the same and a categorical bar applies.

Here, the private contingency-fee lawyers repre-
senting the State of New Hampshire indisputably
have a financial self-interest that conflicts with every
prosecutor's duty to seek justice on behalf of the public.
The New Hampshire Supreme Court's decision allow-
ing the contingency-fee arrangement thus runs afoul
of the per se rule established by this Court's juris-
prudence. The court below adopted a case-by-case
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approach examining whether a particular safeguard-
"control" by a government lawyer-adequately pro-
tects against improper influence. But this Court has
repeatedly rejected arguments that various "proce-
dural safeguards" might cure the taint or appearance
of impropriety from a self-interested government
actor's participation injudicial proceedings. The court
below thus erred in finding this Court's decisions "not
pertinent to the issues." App. 13a.

B. The Court Belowts "Control" Exception
Does Not Preserve the Reality or
Appearance of Fairness

The categorical bar on any arrangement that gives
a government actor a personal interest in a case is
necessary to "preserve[] both the appearance and
reality of fairness, generating the feeling, so important
to a popular government, that justice has been done."
Marshø11,446 U.S. at242 (citation and internal quota-
tion marks omitted). The contingency-fee arrange-
ment here eviscerates both the "appearance and real-
ity of fairness," id., and a state lawyer's "control"
cannot restore either.

1. *Control" Does Not Restore the
Reality of Fairness

The "control" exception indulges in a fiction that a
state's use of self-interested private prosecutors is fair
so long as they are supervised by other lawyers
who are not tainted by improper frnancial incentives.
No one could reasonably dispute, however, that an
assistant attorney general would be prohibited from
having a financial stake in a case even if he or she was
under the control of a neutral supervisor from the
same office. This common sense principle applies
equally to private lawyers with a frnancial stake in a
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case. Provisions in a retainer agreement asserting
"control" cannot cure the structural problems inherent
in these arrangements.

First, the "control" theory does nothing to counter
the overwhelming frnancial incentive that contingency
fees give private lawyers to find ways, directly or
indirectly, to steer the litigation. Contingency-fee
prosecutors have incentives that, under any "realistic
appraisal of psychological tendencies and human
weakness," Marshall, 446 U.S. at 252 (cltation and
internal quotation marks omitted), create a structural
conflict between the pursuit of justice and their per-
sonal interest in getting paid. Under the contingency-
fee agreement here, the private lawyers are entitled to
27 percent of the net recovery if they obtain monetary
relief through a judgment or settlement, but nothing
otherwise. App. 70a. The private lawyers also agreed
to front all expenses for the investigation and prosecu-
tion, an investment they would lose in full if the state
declines to bring a case or seeks only non-monetary
remedies. App.69a-70a

In the past,Iaw fi.rms representing states have been
awarded contingency fees at "aî effective rate of
over $10,000 per hour-up to $92,000 in Texas-with
over $30 billion going to private attorneys overall."
Manhattan Institute, Center for Legal Policy, Tlial
Lawyers Inc.: A Report on the Alliance Between State
AGs ønd the Pløintffi' Bar 4 (zOlL).

The potential for such windfalls inherently skews
decision-making and thus denies fundamental fair-
ness at every stage of a case. For example, private
lawyers "may be tempted to bring a tenuously sup-
ported prosecution if such a course promises lpersonal]
financial rewards." Young, 481 U.S. at 805.
Beyond the initial decision to sue, "private attorneys
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who operate on contingent-fee agreements have a
financial incentive to maximize money recoveries,
an incentive that would be congruent with a client's
interests in private actions but is frequently in tension
with a State's public interest role." Conti,ngent Fees
Hearing 48 (testimony of James R. Copland, Director,
Center for Legal Policy, Manhattan Inst. for Policy
Research).

Unlike a contingency-fee lawyer, "the government's
interest and the public good are not necessarily
advanced by inflicting the maximum penalty on
defendants." Howard M. Erichson, Coøttail Class
Actions: Reflections oz Microsofl Tobacco, and the
Mixing of Publíc and Priuate Lawyering i.n Mass
Litigatíon, 34Il .C. Davis L. Rev. 1, 36 (2000); see also
Andrew Staub, Pennsyluania AG's Use of Outside Law
Firm Draws Scrutiny, Watchdog.org (Sept. 2, 20L5)
("'While other states reached settlements with the
company, Nevada could not, as the private law firm
was holding out for more money, according to the
report"; Nevada then was sanctioned for "fail[ing] to
provide evidence").

Second, the decision below ignores the inherent lim-
itations on a government lawyer's ability to "control"
self-interested private prosecutors. "One must ques-
tion . . . how a government that justifres the agreement
on the grounds that it lacks sufficient resources to
provide enforcement as a basic matter can effectively
monitor the special counsel agreement at a level suf-
ficient to curb agent opportunism." Julie Steiner,
Should "Substitute' Priuøte Attorneys Genero,I Enforce
Publíc Enuironmental Actions?,51 Santa Clara L. Rev.
853,870 (2011).
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"[A]s long as contingency fee lawyers lead the litiga-
tion, these lawyers will invariably control the develop-
ment and presentation ofthe'facts'to the lgovernment
lawyersl and their staff." David A. Dana, Public Inter-
est ønd Priuate Lawyers: Toward a Normøtiue Eualua-
tíon of Parens Patriae Litigation by Contingency Fee,
51 DePaul L. Rev. 315,329 (2001). "Thus, even when
the [government lawyers] are interested in securing
the public interest, rather than focusing on an exclu-
sive goal of obtaining the most amount of money, and
when they devote resources to active supervision of the
litigation, the [government lawyers] and their staff
may lack the necessary information to shape litigation
outcomes." Id. "It strains credulity to believe that
contingency fee corrnsel, having invested sizable funds,
time, and resources, would not exert pressure to
extract maximum financial recovery." Little, supra, at
14. And it is unrealistic to think that an elected offrcial
could exercise effective "control" over a substantial
campaign donor awarded a contingency-fee contract.

Thírd, the "control" theory ignores courts' inability
to determine whether the government is actually in
control. "!\ls a practical matter, it is impossible to
see how a reviewing court could assure itself, in the
individual case, that such control is in fact being exer-
cised." Redish, supro,, at 106. This is especially true
because "the communications between the state attor-
neys general and the contingency fee lawyers typically
are protected by attorney-client privilege and the work
product doctrine." Douglas F. McMeyer et al., Contín-
gency Fee Plaintffi' Counsel and the Public Good?,
In-House Defense Quarterly, at 4 (Winter 2011).
Courts are thus left to rely on boilerplate language in
retainer agreements purporting to assign "control."
Here, for instance, nothing in the relationship really
changed when the private lawyers modified their
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contingency-fee agreement from stating that they
"represent'! the State to stating that they will merely
"assist." See App. 68a. That is scant better than no

"safeguard" at all.

In sum, the control theory is a convenient fiction
that defres any real-world understanding of the incen-
tives and opportunities 'for private contingency-fee
prosecutors to pursue their financial self-interest rather
lhan justice on behalf of the public. As the Court
recognized inYoung, "[alppointment of an interested
prosãcutor is . . . an error whose effects are pervasive'"
4S1 U.S. at 812. Once a court detennines that an
improper influence exists, the court should not engage

in a fruitless enterprise of trying to discern whether it
actually polluted a case:

Such an appointment calls into question, and
therefore requires scrutiny of, the conduct of
an entire prosecution, rather than simply a
discrete prosecutorial decision. Determining
the effect of this appointment thus would
be extremely difficult. A prosecution contains
a myriad of occasions for the exercise of
discretion, each of which goes to shape t}re
record in a case, but few of which ate part of
the record.

Id,. at812-13. A prosecutoy's "considerable discretion"
involves many "decisions, critical to the conduct of a
prosecution, [that] are all made outside the supervi-
sion of the court." Id. at 807.

2. "Control" Does Not Eliminate the
Appearance of ImProPrietY

Even indulging in the fiction that government
counsel's "control" could neutralize the contingency-
fee prosecutors' structural conflict of interest, the
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"appointment of an interested prosecutor creates an
appearance of impropriety that diminishes faith in the
fairness of the criminal justice system." Young, 48L
U.S. at 811. Thus, in Young, the Court adopted a
prophylactic rule, finding it irrelevant whether such
an appointment caused actual harm, for "what is at
stake is the public perception of the integrity of our
criminal justice system." Id.; see also United States
u. Mississíppi VaIIey Generating Co., 364 U.S. 520,

549 (1961) (adopting a "broad proscription" against
conflicts of interest by government actors based on "a
recognition of the fact that an impairment of impartial
judgment can occur in even the most well-meaning
men when their personal economic interests are
affected by the business they transact on behalf of the
Government"). Contingency-fee prosecutors likewise
diminish the public's faith in the fairness of civil
prosecutions.

As noted above, arïangements like the one here
create the appearance that cases are being pursued-
and contingency-fee contracts assigned-not based on
the merits of a given case, but as a matter of political
patronage that can result in massive windfalls to cam-
paign donors at taxpayer expense. No amount of
'control," even if it were possible, could offset the
appearance of impropriety.

C. The Court Below lVrongly Cast Aside
This Courtts Due Process Precedents

The specifi.c question of whether a civil prosecutor's
pecuniary interest in a case violates due process has
been a recurring issue in this Court. See Marshøll,
446 U.S. at 239; Concrete Pipe & Prods. of CaI., Inc. u-

Constr. Laborers Pension Trust for S. Cø1.,508 U.S.
602,620 n.12 (1993). In Marshall, however, the Court
had no occasion to calibrate "with precision what
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limits there may be on a financial or personal interest
of one who perforrns a prosecutorial function," because
the potential interest of the civil prosecutor in that
case was "exceptionally remote." 446 U.S. at 250. In
Concrete Pipe, the Court again declined to precisely
defrne those limits because the issue was not properly
presented. 508 U.S. at 620 n.12.

Lacking guidance from this Court, lower courts have
correctly recognized that government contingency-fee
arrangements implicate due process, see App. l2a,
13a, but have erroneously brushed aside the Court's
decisions in adopting a "control" exception.T No lower
court has confronted the "control" theory's fatal flaws
set forth above. Instead, decisions adopting the theory
all derive from Cíty & County of San Francisco u.

Philip Morris, Inc., 957 F. Supp. 1130, 1135-36
(N.D. Cal. ]^997), which held, without citation, that a
government lawyer's control is an exception to the due
process prohibition. Subsequent decisions simply
relied on Philíp Morris and then each other.s

7 SeeMerck Shørp & Dohme Corp. u. Conwøy,947 F. Supp. 2d
733,739 (8.D. Ky. 2013) (defendant in public enforcement action
"has a due process right to a neutral prosecution, free from any
financial amangement that would tempt the government attor-
ney or his outside counsel to tip the scale' (citation arrd internal
quotation marks omitted)).

8 See Cty. of Søntø Clq.ra u. Superior Court, 74 Cal. Rptr. 3d
842,852-53 (Cal. Ct. App. 2008) (citing Philip Morris); State u.

Lead Indus. Ass'n, Inc.,95I A.2d.428, 475-76 (R.I. 2008) (citing
the California Court of Appeal's decision ín Santa Clara); Cty. of
Santa Clara u. Superior Court,235 P.3d 2L, 3L n.7 (Cal. 2010)
(citing the Rhode Island Supreme Court's decision in Leød
Indus.);Merck Sharp & Dohm.e Corp. u. Conwøy,947 F. Supp. 2d
733,739-40 (E.D. Ky. 2013) (citing Philip Morris, Santa Clara,
Lead Indus.); West Virginia ex rel. Discouery Fin. Serus., Inc. u.

Nibert,744 S.E.zd 625, 639 (W. Va. 2013) (quoting verbatim
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The trial court below relied on this same line of
cases, App. 53a-60a, and the state high court upheld
this approach, finding this Court's decisions "not perti-
nent to the issues" in this case, App. 13a. Due process

demands a more searching examination. This Court
should intervene no\M.

***

Abuse of FDA-approved prescription opioid medica-
tions is unquestionably a serious issue that merits
public response. But turning over the matter to profit-
motivated plaintiffs' lawyers is not the answer. "The
function of the prosecutor . . is not to tack as many
skins of victims as possible to the wall," but to'.vindi-
cate the right of people as expressed in the laws'"
Donnelly u. DeChristoforo,4l6 U.S- 637 ,648-49 (1974)
(Douglas, J., dissenting). This Court should grant
review to restore the reality and appearance of fair-
ness that this Court's jurisprudence demands, and
that is necessary to ensure the public's confidence in
the civil justice system. Onty this Court can resolve
this important question affecting countless govern-
ment investigations and lawsuits across the country.

several pages from Santa Ctara); Int'I Paper Co. v. Harris Cty',

445 S.rW.3d 379, 390-94 (Tex. App. 2013) (citing Santa Clara,
Lead,Ind.us., Merck, Nibert); City of Chicago u. Purdue Phørmn

Clara).
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CONCLUSION
The petition for a writ of certiorari should be

granted.
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